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Session 1: Intent of RE: Planning
great RE using the new syllabus

Session 2: Implementing RE:
Excellent teaching and
learning

Three practical sessions to get
you excited about the latest RE
from the SACREs.

Session 3: Impact:
Ordering your
curriculum for progress.
Achieving more in RE.
© RE Today Services 2020

HMI language makes schools responsible
one by one for describing impacts of
subjects. Our syllabus helps you do this
and uses clear, progressed

RE outcomes for 7, 11 + 14
Achievement, outcomes,
attainment and assessment
in the new RE Syllabus
Lat Blaylock

RE Today offers teachers attending our courses free
downloads of PowerPoints, PDF files and so on. These are
for use in your own school only, any other use must be by
written permission.

Your password for today is: syllnotts2020!
Go to:
www.retoday.org.uk/school-support/resources/courses/
Enter the password, and help yourself

Five tools for progress, outcomes and achievements
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Tool 1: Hammer
Hit the right spot.
The overarching
elements of the aim of
RE
Page 71
Those three
overarching elements
of the aim of RE
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KNOW
EXPRESS
SKILLS

Page 67: the most important page in the syllabus?
The statutory outcomes by age group. Tool 2 – Spanner – tighten it all up
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P25: The KS1 page of outcomes.
See also pages 37 for KS2 and 55 for KS3
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Page 74: Tool 3 Pliers. Skill
pyramids – getting a grip
We now provide the end of
key stage outcomes for RE,
making the new RE syllabus
NC compatible.
The Steps in this syllabus are
the skill-skeleton. We have
created the outcomes in the
syllabus by applying the
steps to the knowledge
content of each unit.
This approach can be related
flexibly to different
accountability systems, for
example Target Tracker,
SOLO, Blooms, PIXL, 91GCSE…
Assessment for learning is
what pupils need for
progress in RE

Steps 1-5: Know, express, gain skills

4th tool
Screwdriver
Holding it together
• Detailed examples of the
‘eight steps up’ related
to the content in
different religions, to
clarify progress
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Tool 5, the saw, cutting it accurately detailed application of the
general outcomes to the specific rich knowledge of each unit – what are we
aiming for in this half term?
KS1 example: What makes some people inspiring to others?
KS3 example: Does religion make peace or cause war?

The ‘I can…’ statements on the rsresources website
give further worked out examples of what this looks
like in practice.
09/11/2020
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Some examples of the impact of RE:
to make clear how simple and useful this can be
• The steps provide the skills. The content provides
the knowledge
• The teacher brings the two together in planning
(and we’ve done this for you in the scheme of work)
• The format is a way forward from 8 levels, and
compatible with varied school systems of
assessment
• Here are examples of aspects of the planned steps in
action, showing progress

These 4-5 year olds heard the story of David and Goliath in an RE story time.
The teacher asked the question: not many people fight giants, but when did you
have to be brave?
Shannon, 4, drew this picture, and made her comment.
Can she recall, name and talk about a religious story?
Can she notice something about a religious story – that David was brave like her?
If so, step 1.

Stephen, 6, heard the story of Hanukkah, and drew this lovely 9 branched
candlestick. His comment is not accurate (8 nights not 9) but his use of the term
‘miracle’ is good – nicely distanced.
Can he recall, name and talk about materials in RE? Can he notice something about
a religious story? If so, step 1.
Can he collect, use and respond to ideas in RE? If so, step 2.

In this piece of work, Bradley, 7, shows that he can retell a
religious story through his words and picture.
• Bradley writes: “Jesus
calmed the sea, and the
fishermen caught lots of
fish. It was a miracle. Jesus
told the fishermen ‘I want
you to stop catching fish
and catch people now.’ The
fishermen became Jesus’
disciples.”
• His short summary of the
story includes key ideas,
and his correct use of
terms like ’miracle’ and
‘disciple’ is a strength of
his work.
• Can Bradley retell the
story, suggest a meaning
and respond to an idea in
the story? That’s Step 2.

What would you ask God?

Gareth and Duncan, both in
Y4, are struggling with
literacy here. But can they ask
questions about religion and
belief of their own?
That’s step 2.

This RE task was to choose an object
that was special / sacred and explain its
importance. The work was based on
worship, symbolism and meaning.
Can Stacey describe a feature of
religion, and give a thoughtful response
to a religious idea (of sacred objects)? If
so, that’s evidence of step 3.

The task was to choose
a special object and
describe its significance.
This piece of work
shows the child, who is a
Sikh, can work at Step 3.
He can describe a key
feature of the faith and
give thoughtful;
responses to a religious
idea.
Next steps might be to
look for similarities with
special objects in
another faith – the boy
might compare his Kara
with the girl’s Rosary.

The task was to
describe Islamic rituals
- the 5 pillars – and to
consider them as
achievements or
intentions. She is
asked to consider and
discuss her own
intentions in life
alongside the 5 Pillars.
Emily, 8, compares her
5 intentions with
Muslim intentions by
listing them alongside
each other.
Step 3, but if she made
the comparison more
explicit, e.g. by writing
about linking her
views to Muslim
practice, then Step 4.

Jack read and considered how the Jewish Psalms speak of God as a fortress, a
rock, a light or a shepherd. He was asked to express his own ideas of God in
metaphors.
Do you think these four metaphors show that Jack, 9, can apply ideas about
God for himself, expressing his own view of God thoughtfully in the light of
Jewish scripture and beliefs?
If so, work at step 4.

In this piece of work Zaheer, 12, shows that he can explain a range of viewpoints
and give his own viewpoint on a key question of meaning and purpose.

Pupils were asked to
consider questions of
meaning and purpose
with reference to two
religious viewpoints.
Zaheer considers 2
questions, explaining
Christian and his own,
Muslim, views on them
(‘scientist’ here should be
spelt with a lower case
initial).

Does he explain diverse
ideas? Does he
investigate the
question, showing why
it matters? Does he
explain diverse ideas?
If so, then Step 5.

Dan, 13, gives
well informed
accounts of
reasons why he
rejects 6 beliefs
held by others.
[See next page for
commentary]

This piece of work shows that Dan, 13, can appreciate and appraise
different understandings of religion and interpret ideas and
arguments
Dan used a ‘beliefs’ game to rank, sort
and order belief statements in a group
discussion, as he was learning about
atheism and 2 kinds of theism.
He was asked to identify six beliefs he
rejects, and explain fully his reasons for
these disagreements.
He engages in a high level of succinct
interpretation of the beliefs of others,
and gives an appraisal of the views of
others, with his arguments.

The work shows some ways in which
high level skills in argument serve the
interests of good RE.
Interpretation, appraisal and insight? If
so, Step 6, a good achievement at his
age.

For discussion

• What do you like and dislike abut the examples of work
you have seen?
• What are your school’s and pupil’s needs for better
achievement in RE? Planning? Progression clarified?
Outcomes? Compatibility with other subjects? Others?
• How far do the tools of the ‘8 steps up’ scaffolds and the
knowledge based outcomes address these difficulties?
• Can the new syllabus help you to raise standards in RE?
• How will you share this work with teachers in your
setting?

Planning for progression
(implementation and impact)
• Retention of learning
• Interleaving (incl. spaced learning)
• Age appropriate
• Linger longer, digging deeper
• Retrieval
• Overarching curriculum intent
• Curriculum mapping in other subjects
(some of what the inspectorate and good learning
researchers want)
© RE Today Services, 2018
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Suggested unitrecording sheet (for
a whole class, for a
whole unit)
• I’ve done three examples
of this and supplied
them for you, KS1, 2 and
3.

• I think it makes sense for
the SACREs to
commission more and
share them centrally. I
hope we can do this.
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Attainment in RE with the new syllabus
• Planning for clear progression is the vital need in RE
• New outcomes for 7, 11 and 14 are central
• Three fold aim – know, express, gain skills is
integrated
• The medium term page plans tool you up for
connecting growing knowledge to skills
• The ‘8 steps up’ scaffolds in our new syllabus are
much less wordy than the old levels –clarity of skills
• They are compatible with approaches using Mastery
[or ‘Command’] / Blooms / PIXL / SOLO / Target
Tracker, GCSE9-1, flight paths and other systems
• RE still needs fine AFL practice and good learning
tasks much more than it needs half termly tests!

‘God’s Mystery’ by Amneek,
age 14 from Stratford Girls
Grammar School.
My painting is influenced by Job
12:7-10. The bottom half of the
painting is in greyscale, to
contrast with the bright colours
above. This is to show that Job
doesn’t see the full wonders of
the universe – only God can see
because he is omniscient,
omnipotent and omnibenevolent.
The man at the bottom is meant
to be Job, and the river leads him
to the Earth. I drew a plant, a
dove and a turtle in reference to
the old scripture: “But ask the
animals, and they will teach you,
or the birds in the sky, and they
will tell you; or speak to the
earth, and it will teach you, or let
the fish in the sea inform you”
(Job 12:7-8).
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